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Abstract
Graph structured data provide two-fold information: graph structures and node
attributes. Numerous graph-based algorithms rely on both information to achieve
success in supervised tasks, such as node classification and link prediction. How-
ever, node attributes could be missing or incomplete, which significantly deteri-
orates the performance. The task of node attribute generation aims to generate
attributes for those nodes whose attributes are completely unobserved. This task
benefits many real-world problems like profiling, node classification and graph
data augmentation. To tackle this task, we propose a deep adversarial learning
based method to generate node attributes; called node attribute neural generator
(NANG). NANG learns a unifying latent representation which is shared by both
node attributes and graph structures and can be translated to different modalities.
We thus use this latent representation as a bridge to convert information from one
modality to another. We further introduce practical applications to quantify the
performance of node attribute generation. Extensive experiments are conducted
on four real-world datasets and the empirical results show that node attributes
generated by the proposed method are high-qualitative and beneficial to other
applications. The datasets and codes are available online1.
1 Introduction
In recent years, representation learning on graphs has attracted great research interest because of
its great potential in numerous machine learning tasks, such as semi-supervised learning [19] and
zero/few-shot learning [6, 31], as well as numerous real-world applications, such as recommendation
systems [33] and action recognition [20]. A standard supervised-learning paradigm on graph is
to predict some class information based on observed graph structures and node attributes. For
example, [19, 18] proposed graph convolutional neural networks to learn graph embeddings based on
both graph structures and node attributes. In practice, either graph structures or node attributes could
be inaccurate, incomplete or missing, which would cause significant deterioration to the performance.
To make more complete description about graph structures, [35, 2] consider graph structure generation
by using random walks and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs).
In this paper, we focus on generating node attributes for missing data. Specifically, in a fixed and
given graph structure, only partial nodes have attributes and attributes of the rest nodes are completely
missing and inaccessible. We aim to generate attributes for those nodes that do not have any observed
attribute. Compared to the completion problem [16] where all nodes could have partially observed
1https://drive.google.com/file/d/15C8vToeVFXrNvkqL2-Zn43j3wq1edTfq/view?usp=sharing
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attributes, in our task, attributes of some nodes are completely unknown, we thus call it node attribute
generation. This task is related to numerous real-world challenges. For example, in citation networks,
raw attributes and detailed descriptions of papers may be missing due to the copyright protection.
In item co-occurrence graph, descriptive tags for items may be missing because of the expensive
tagging labour. The task of node attribute generation not only retrieves unknown information, but
also benefits many supervised-learning tasks, such as profiling and node classification. The generated
node attributes can also serve as additional inputs to improve subsequent tasks.
Recently, a series of deep generative methods have been proposed to generate real-world data, such as
variational auto-encoders (VAE) [17] and generative adversarial networks (GAN) [8]. However, both
VAE and GAN are not able to generate node attributes that are associated with complex and irregular
graphs. The adversarial learning idea from GAN has been developed as many other generative
approaches. For example, UNIT [21] makes unsupervised image-to-image translation based on the
shared-latent space assumption where all images come from the same latent space. However, simply
extending this method to the graph domain is infeasible because: (1) the graph structures and node
attributes come from two heterogeneous spaces; and (2) the node attributes can either be real-valued
or categorical, which makes adversarial learning in data space infeasible.
To this end, we propose a latent-space adversarial learning based method to generate node attributes;
called node attribute neural generator (NANG). The proposed NANG is compatible to generate both
real-valued and categorical node attributes. Specifically, we assume that the attribute and structure
information come from the same latent factor, which can be translated to both attribute modality and
structure modality; we call it the shared latent factor assumption. We then use this latent factor as
a bridge to convert information from one modality to another, and further generate node attributes
based on graph structures. The main contributions of our work can be summarized as follows:
• Under the shared latent factor assumption, we propose novel node attribute neural generator
(NANG), which is compatible to both real-valued and categorical attributes;
• We introduce practical measures to evaluate the quality of generated node attributes;
• Empirical results on four real-world datasets show that our method can handle the node
classification and profiling task for those nodes whose attributes are completely inaccessible.
2 Related Work
2.1 Deep Generative Models
Deep generative models have attracted a lot of attention recently. One of the earliest deep generative
model is wake-sleep algorithm [12] which trains the wake phase denoted as the generative model and
the sleep phase denoted as the inference model, separately. VAE [17] and its variants [37, 38, 36] are
proposed to learn the generative model and inference model jointly by maximizing the variational
lower bound with reparameterization tricks.
In recent years, GAN [8], as another family of deep generative models [13], has emerged as a hot
research topic. It contains a generator and a discriminator, where the discriminator tries to distinguish
the real samples and the fake samples and the generator tries to confuse the discriminator. Several
works [8, 29, 3] have pointed that the adversarial loss in GAN actually minimizes a lower bound
on Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) between the data distribution and the generator distribution.
Original GAN has risk facing the vanishing gradient and mode collapse problem. To handle this, a lot
of works have been developed to improve the objective function such as f-GAN [29], LSGAN [25]
and WGAN [1]. The idea of adversarial learning from GAN is not only limited to generation
setting but also can be applied to many other applications such as domain adaptation [7] and domain
translation [14, 21].
2.2 Deep Representation Learning on Graphs
With the great success of deep neural networks in modeling speech signals, images and text con-
tents, many researchers start to apply deep neural networks to the graph domain. For example,
DeepWalk [30] and Node2Vec [9] learn node embedding by random walks and skip-gram [27]
model. Graph convolution networks (GCN) is proposed in [5, 19] and it is successfully applied in
semi-supervised node classification problem. A hierarchical and differentiable pooling is proposed
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in [34] to learn latent representation for graphs. GraphSAGE [10] introduces neighbour sampling and
different aggregation manners to make inductive graph convolution on large graphs.
In many real-world applications, graph structures may be missing, incomplete and inaccessible. To
handle this issue, graph structure generation has been studied recently. A junction tree variational auto-
encoder is proposed in [15] to generate molecular graphs. MolGAN [4] is an implicit and likelihood-
free generative model to generate small molecular graphs. GraphRNN [35] and NetGAN [2] generate
realistic graphs by the combination of random walks and RNNs. Despite the great potential in many
applications, few works consider generating node attributes associated with graphs.
3 Node Attribute Neural Generator (NANG)
3.1 Problem Statement
Let G = (V, A,X) be a graph with node set V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}, A ∈ RN×N be the graph adjacent
matrix and X ∈ RN×F be the node attribute matrix. Note that the element in X could has either
categorical value or real value. Let Vo be the set of nodes that are associated with observed attributes.
The corresponding node attributes matrix is Xo ∈ RNo×F . Let Vu be the set of nodes that are
associated with unobserved attributes. The corresponding node attributes matrix is Xu ∈ RNu×F ,
which is unknown. To clarify more clearly, we have V = Vu ∪ Vo, Vu ∩ Vo = ∅ and N = No +Nu.
Our task aims to generate the unobserved node attributes Xu based on the observed node attributes
Xo and the graph adjacent matrix A.
3.2 Model Formulation
Graph-structured data include two aspects: node attributes and graph structures. We assume that
they share the same latent factor Z, which can be translated to either the node attributes or graph
structures. Based on this, the marginal distributions of attributes X and structures A satisfy:
p(X) =
∫
p(X|Z)p(Z)dZ, p(A) =
∫
p(A|Z)p(Z)dZ, (1)
where the conditional distributions p(X|Z) and p(A|Z) are referred to the probabilistic decoders that
decode Z to X and A, respectively. And p(Z) is the prior distribution for latent factor Z. In order to
better utilize the prior p(Z) to guide the learning process, we learn an aggregated distribution q(Z)
for the posteriors q(Z|X) and p(Z|A) based on the observed data. Minimizing the distance between
q(Z) and p(Z) can encourage the shared latent factor to match the whole distribution of p(Z).
Therefore, our goal is to learn the aggregated distribution q(Z) and the probabilistic decoders p(X|Z),
p(A|Z) based on the partial observed node attributes Xo and graph structure A. In the attribute
generation stage, we use the structure information to generate the missing attributes, more specifically,
we infer the attribute information for the attribute missing nodes by encoding their structure infor-
mation A into latent factor ZAu ∼ q(Z), then the factor will be feed into the probabilistic decoder
p(X|Z) to get the prediction of their unobserved attributes. Our NANG achieves this goal in a way
of distribution matching [24, 36]. In the following parts, we will give the details about distribution
matching, followed by the objective function and the implementation
3.2.1 Inference via Distribution Matching
NANG learns q(Z) in a way of distribution matching. Specifically, two parameterized encoders
q(ZXo |Xo) and q(ZA|A) are used to encode the attribute information and structure information,
respectively. Then we introduce adversarial learning to encourage distribution matching between
q(ZXo |Xo) and q(ZA|A) with prior p(Z). In this way, the latent variable ZXo and ZA are supposed
to come from the same aggregated posterior distribution q(Z) [24, 23]. Besides, the distance between
q(Z) and p(Z) is also minimized, encouraging the shared latent factor to match the whole distribution
of p(Z). Let ZA be the latent codes encoded from structure information for all nodes andAo represent
the structure information for attribute-observed nodes. Let ZXo and ZAo denote the latent codes
respectively encoded from attributes and structures for attribute-observed nodes. To keep consistency
with our shared latent factor assumption for decoders p(X|Z) and p(A|Z), they need to reconstruct
ZXo (resp. ZA) to Xo (resp. A), and translate ZAo (resp. ZXo ) to Xo (resp. Ao). The architecture is
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Figure 1: Model architecture of NANG. NANG first transforms the node attributes and the graph
structures into the latent space, then aligns the latent representation via distribution matching, and
finally decodes to the original attributes and structures. In this procedure, information captured from
graph structure can be used to recover the node attributes by cross data stream after training.
shown in Figure 1. The objective function is formulated as:
min
Θ
max
D
L = − EXo∼pXo [Eq(ZXo |Xo)[log p(Xo|ZXo)]]− EA∼pA [Eq(ZA|A)[log p(A|ZA)]]
− λc · EA∼pA [Eq(ZA|A)[log p(Xo|ZAo)]]− λc · EXo∼pXo [Eq(ZXo |Xo)[log p(Ao|ZXo)]]
− Ladv1(ZT , ZXo ;GX , D)− Ladv2(ZT , ZAo ;GA, D)
(2)
where Θ is the network parameters including the encoders (generators) GX : q(ZXo) and GA :
q(ZA|A) and the decoders DX : p(X|Z) and DA : p(A|Z). And D is the shared discriminator
for adversarial learning Ladv1 and Ladv2 . ZT indicates true samples we sampled from the prior
distribution p(Z) for adversarial learning (we apply standard Gaussian prior here). λc > 1.0
is a hyperparameter to emphasize the second two terms. The first two terms represent the self-
reconstruction stream, which means information from attribute to attribute and from structure to
structure. The second two terms represent the cross-reconstruction stream, which means information
from structure to attribute and from attribute to structure. The last two terms are the adversarial loss
defined in Eq. 3, which naturally introduce regularization to the objective function.
Ladv1(ZT , ZXo ;GX , D) = −EZT∼p(Z)[logD(ZT )]− EZXo∼GX(Xo)[log(1−D(ZXo))],
Ladv2(ZT , ZAo ;GA, D) = −EZT∼p(Z)[logD(ZT )]− EZAo∼GA(A)[log(1−D(ZAo))],
(3)
For the objective function in Eq. 2, the self-reconstruction stream and the cross-reconstruction stream
together with our adversarial learning indicate a coupling mechanism which makes information
supplement and restores the original non-independent characteristic of node attributes and structures.
In this way, the aggregated distribution q(Z), probabilistic decoders p(X|Z) and p(A|Z) can be well
captured and we can generate the unobserved node attributes Xu through cross reconstruction stream.
3.2.2 Implementation
We formulate our method NANG in an adversarial learning manner that encourages q(Z) learned
from observed data to match the whole distribution of p(Z), the method architecture is shown in
Figure 1. NANG consists of three modules: (1) self-reconstruction stream, (2) cross-reconstruction
stream and (3) adversarial regularization.
In the self-reconstruction stream, both the observed attributesXo and structuralA are encoded into the
latent space by two encoders GX and GA. The corresponding latent codes ZXo and ZA are decoded
as Xo and A by two decoders DX and DA. This appears in Figure 1, in which GX is a two-layer
MLP, GA is a two-layer GCN, DX is a two-layer MLP and DA is a two-layer MLP followed by
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σ(x · xT ) (x represents the output of two-layer MLP in DA and σ denotes the sigmoid function).
Let Ao be the structure information for attribute-observed nodes and ZAo be the corresponding
latent codes encoded by GA. In the cross-reconstruction stream, the latent codes ZXo from GX is
decoded as Ao by DA and the latent codes ZAo from GA is decoded as Xo by DX . In the adversarial
regularization module, we apply adversarial learning between ZXo , ZAo and samples from standard
Gaussian prior p(Z), sharing the same two-layer MLP discriminator network. These three modules
work together and encourage the learning process of q(Z), pX(X|Z) and pA(A|Z).
4 Experiments
4.1 Experimental Setup
Datasets. We evaluate the proposed NANG on four real-world datasets to quantify the performance.
• Cora. Cora [26] a citation graph whose nodes are papers and edges are citation links. It
contains 10,556 edges and 2,708 papers that are categorized into 7 classes. Each node
attribute vector indicates whether the corresponding paper contains certain word tokens and
it is represented as a multi-hot vector with dimension 1,433.
• Citeseer. Citeseer [32] is also a citation graph which contains 9,228 edges and 3,327 papers
that are categorized into 6 classes. After stemming and stop word removal operation of the
content, 3,704 distinct words make up the attribute corpus. Each node attribute vector is
formed from the corpus and represented as a multi-hot vector with dimension 3,704.
• Steam. Steam2 is a dataset we collected from a game official website with the user-bought
behavior history of 9,944 items and 352 labels for these items. We count the co-purchase
frequency between every two games and make a sparse item co-purchase graph through
binarilization operation with the threshold as 10. After that, we obtain 533,962 edges for
this graph. The label corpus constructs the multi-hot attribute vector for each item with
dimension 352.
• Pubmed. Pubmed [28] is a citation graph where nodes are categorized into 3 classes. There
are 19,717 nodes and 88,651 edges in this graph. Each node attribute vector is described by
a Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) vector from 500 distinct terms.
Among these datasets, attributes of Cora, Citeseer and Steam are categorical and represented as
multi-hot vectors. For Pubmed, node attributes are real valued and represented as scalars. The
statistics of these datasets is illustrated in Appendix A Table 3.
Baselines of Generation Methods. To evaluate the generation performance of our method, we
compare it with three baselines.
• NeighAggre. NeighAggre aims to directly aggregate the neighbors’ attributes for nodes
without attributes through mean pooling. When a neighbor’ attributes are missing, we do
not regard it as the aggregation node.
• VAE. Although VAE [17] does not naturally suit this task, we consider it as a baseline with
some tricks. We make normal VAE for the attribute-observed nodes, encoding attributes
of these nodes as latent codes. For the nodes without any attribute, we use neighbour
aggregation like NeighAggre in the latent space. Then, the decoder in VAE can be used to
generate node attributes.
• GCN. For GCN [19] as a baseline, only the structure information is used as input and
encoded as latent embeddings. Then the latent embeddings are decoded by an additional
two-layer MLP, being supervised by the observed attributes. In the test stage, we use the
latent embeddings of test nodes to generate node attributes through the two-layer MLP
decoder.
4.2 Applications and Evaluation Measures
Generative models such as VAE based [17, 11] and GAN based [14, 21] strike in generating real-like
data sharing the same distribution as true data. They mainly use reconstruction error or visual effect to
evaluate the generation performance. Especially for GAN based generative methods, other objective
2https://store.steampowered.com/
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Table 1: Evaluation of generated attributes on node classification task. The first column with "X",
"A" and "A+X" indicates three settings to do node classification, with only attributes, only structures
and the fused one, respectively. NANG-Cross means only cross-reconstruction loss and GAN loss
are applied. Similarly, NANG-Self represents only self-reconstruction loss and GAN loss are used.
True atts. represents we use the ground truth attributes to do node classification.
atts. generation method classification method Cora Citeseer Pubmed
X
NeighAggre MLP 0.6248 0.5539 0.5150
VAE MLP 0.2826 0.2551 0.4008
GCN MLP 0.3943 0.3768 0.3992
NANG-Cross MLP 0.7074 0.4976 0.4000
NANG-Self MLP 0.3036 0.2289 0.4023
NANG MLP 0.7644 0.6010 0.4652
True atts. MLP 0.7618 0.7174 0.656
A
- DeepWalk+MLP 0.7149 0.4802 0.6917
- Node2Vec+MLP 0.6830 0.4422 0.6721
- GCN 0.7631 0.5651 0.7125
A+X
NeighAggre GCN 0.6494 0.5413 0.6564
VAE GCN 0.3011 0.2663 0.4007
GCN GCN 0.4387 0.4079 0.4203
NANG-Cross GCN 0.7727 0.5358 0.4197
NANG-Self GCN 0.3402 0.2698 0.4204
NANG GCN 0.8327 0.6599 0.7537
True atts. GCN 0.8493 0.7348 0.8723
functions such as MMD, total variance and Wasserstein distance are proposed to measure the distance
between true data distribution p(X) and generated data distribution pg(X) [13]. However, in our
problem, whether the generated attributes can benefit real-world applications is more considerable.
Consequently, we propose to measure the quality of generated node attributes from both node level
and attribute level with two real-world applications.
• Node classification. This node classification task aims to criticize whether the generated
node attributes serve as data augmentation and benefit the classification model. In this
task, we use the generated attributes of test nodes to make node classification comparison
among different methods, taking accuracy as the evaluation metric. In other words, this task
evaluates the overall quality of generated node attributes by classification methods, which is
also termed as node level evaluation. We implement this task on Cora, Citeseer and Pubmed
since they have node class information.
• Profiling. Profile provides cognitive description for objects such as key terms for papers on
Cora, Citeseer and labels for items on Steam. Profiling aims to predict the possible profile
for test nodes, we use Recall@k and NDCG@k as the evaluation metrics. In other words,
this task evaluates the recall and ranking of generated node attributes, which is also termed
as attribute level evaluation. For this task, we compare different methods on Cora, Citeseer
and Steam since attributes of these datasets are categorical.
4.3 Node Classification
In the task of node classification, the generated node attributes are split into 80% train data and
20% test data with five-fold validation performed 10 times. We consider two classifiers, including
MLP and GCN which both use the class information as supervision. Three settings are designed to
conduct the comparisons: the node-attribute-only approach, the graph-structure-only approach, and
the fused approach. In the node-attribute-only approach, we directly use the generated attributes and a
two-layer MLP as the classifier to do the classification task; in the graph-structure-only approach, we
only use the graph structure without considering the node attributes, which has been studied by many
methods such as DeepWalk [30], Node2Vec [9] and GCN [19]. DeepWalk and Node2Vec both aim
to learn node embeddings and then a MLP classifier is used. While GCN is an end-to-end method
which learns the node embeddings supervised by the classification loss. In the fused approach, we
combine the generated node attributes and structure information with GCN classifier.
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Table 2: Evaluation for generated attributes on profiling task. Note that the average non-zero attribute
number for Cora and Citeseer is 18.17 and 31.6, respectively. Therefore, we use top 10, 20, 50
to evaluate the performance on these two datasets. Similarly, we use top 3, 5, 10 to evaluate the
performance on Steam.
Cora
Method Recall@10 Recall@20 Recall@50 NDCG@10 NDCG@20 NDCG@50
NeighAggre 0.0906 0.1413 0.1961 0.1217 0.1548 0.1850
VAE 0.0887 0.1228 0.2116 0.1224 0.1452 0.1924
GCN 0.1271 0.1772 0.2962 0.1736 0.2076 0.2702
NANG-Cross 0.1378 0.2018 0.3339 0.1931 0.2360 0.3052
NANG-Self 0.1224 0.1724 0.2823 0.1686 0.2023 0.2599
NANG 0.1508 0.2182 0.3429 0.2112 0.2546 0.3212
Citeseer
Method Recall@10 Recall@20 Recall@50 NDCG@10 NDCG@20 NDCG@50
NeighAggre 0.0511 0.0908 0.1501 0.0823 0.1155 0.1560
VAE 0.0382 0.0668 0.1296 0.0601 0.0839 0.1251
GCN 0.0620 0.1097 0.2052 0.1026 0.1423 0.2049
NANG-Cross 0.0679 0.1163 0.2140 0.1167 0.1570 0.2209
NANG-Self 0.0564 0.1013 0.1963 0.0863 0.1238 0.1860
NANG 0.0764 0.1280 0.2377 0.1298 0.1729 0.2447
Steam
Method Recall@3 Recall@5 Recall@10 NDCG@3 NDCG@5 NDCG@10
NeighAggre 0.0603 0.0881 0.1446 0.0955 0.1204 0.1620
VAE 0.0564 0.0820 0.1251 0.0902 0.1133 0.1437
GCN 0.2392 0.3258 0.4575 0.3366 0.4025 0.4848
NANG-Cross 0.2429 0.3116 0.4614 0.3414 0.3969 0.4889
NANG-Self 0.2382 0.3381 0.4611 0.3282 0.4057 0.4835
NANG 0.2527 0.3560 0.4933 0.3544 0.4332 0.5215
Table 1 shows the classification performance, in which "X" indicates that only generated node
attributes are used, "A" indicates that only structural information is used and "A+X" is the fused one.
We can summarize that: (1) When only using the generated attributes to do node classification task,
the proposed NANG can obtain significant gain over baseline methods: NeighAggre, VAE and GCN.
Compared to the most competitive method NeighAggre, the proposed NANG reaches nearly 14% and
5% gain on Cora and Citeseer, respectively. On Pubmed, it seems that NeighAggre suits this dataset
and this setting well, but it deteriorates quickly when less attribute-observed nodes exist, which
will be shown in Section 4.5. (2) The performance of NANG gets closer to that of true attributes.
NANG even gets better than the true attributes on Cora mainly because the generated attributes of
NANG may contain some graph structure information that is beneficial to the classification task. (3)
Both NANG-Cross and NANG-Self perform worse than NANG, because the incompleteness of our
objective function cannot guarantee the shared latent factor assumption.
Apart from the generated attributes, we can also use graph structure information to make node
classification and the result is shown in the Table 1 with the "A" signed row. Among these methods,
GCN performs better, which is in accordance with recent works. This also inspires us that whether
the generated attributes of our method could augment the GCN classification performance. Therefore,
we conduct the fused "A+X" experiment. From the comparison between the "A" row and the "A+X"
row in Table 1, we can summarize that: (1) The generated attributes from NANG can augment the
GCN classification performance with 6.96%, 9.48% and 4.12% gain on Cora, Citeseer and Pubmed,
respectively. While NeighAggre fails and harms the GCN performance with the figure as 11.37%,
2.38% and 5.61% on Cora, Citeseer and Pubmed, respectively. (2) The generated attributes of other
methods such as GCN and VAE are of inferior quality and they hurt the GCN performance a lot,
because they cannot capture the complex translation pattern between attribute and structure modality.
4.4 Profiling
For this profiling task, the generated attributes on Cora, Citeseer and Steam are probabilities that the
node may have in each attribute dimension. Good generated attributes should have high probability
in specific attribute dimension as the true attributes. Accordingly, taking the recall ability and ranking
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ability into consideration, we use Recall@k and NDCG@k to evaluate the attribute generation
performance in attribute level. The result is shown in Table 2.
From this table, it is clear that NeighAggre performs the worst among all methods on the three datasets,
especially for Steam since it is not a learning algorithm and cannot generate reliable attributes for
profiling in attribute level. However, NANG generates attributes based on the translation knowledge
from structure information to attribute information, which is more adaptable and flexible. Indeed,
results in Table 2 show NANG achieves superior performance over other methods for profiling on this
attribute level evaluation. Compared to GCN, NANG reaches a 4.67% and 3.25% gain of Recall@50
on Cora and Citeseer, respectively.
(a) X - Citeseer (b) A+X - Citeseer (c) Recall - Citeseer
(d) X - Pubmed (e) A+X - Pubmed (f) Recall - Steam
Figure 2: Node classification and profiling performance with different ratio of training nodes. (a)(d)
illustrate the result for node classification with "X" setting on Citeseer and Pubmed, respectively. (b)(e)
show the result for node classification with "A+X" setting on Citeseer and Pubmed, respectively. The
dotted line is a criterion to criticize whether the generated attributes can enhance the GCN classifier.
In other words, it represents only structure information "A" is used by GCN to do the classification
task. (c)(f) show the result for profiling on Citeseer and Steam, respectively.
4.5 Less Attribute-observed Nodes
The partial attribute-observed nodes are necessary and supervise this node attribute generation task.
In some scenarios, this supervised information could be less, so it is necessary to see whether our
NANG can still generate reliable and high-quality node attributes when less attributed nodes are
observed. We conduct an experiment to explore the node classification and profiling performance
under this condition. The result is shown in Figure 2.
In Figure 2 (a)(d) for node classification when only "X" is used, we can see that NANG performs
much better than other methods on Citeseer. The gap is more obvious when the attribute-observed
nodes are less. On Pubmed, although NeighAggre performs better than NANG when attributes-
observed nodes are more, it is not robust when the attributes-observed nodes are less. Figure 2
(b)(e) demonstrate the node classification performance when "A+X" is used. In these two figures,
the dotted line represents only "A" is used by a GCN classifier, which is denoted as a criterion to
criticize whether the generated attributes could enhance the GCN classifier. It is clear that, in the
"A+X" setting, our NANG reaches superior performance than other methods. Besides, it is robust
when the attribute-observed nodes are less while NeighAggre fails to enhance the GCN classifier.
Figure 2 (c)(f) show the profiling performance on Citeseer and Steam. It is clear that NANG can
perform better than other methods when attribute-observed nodes are less, because NANG learns the
translation knowledge from attribute to structure modality which is more adaptive and more flexible.
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5 Conclusions
In this paper, we propose an adversarial learning method called NANG for the node attribute
generation problem. In NANG, we assume that both node attribute information and structure
information share the same latent factor which can be translated as different modalities. The implicit
distribution for this latent factor is modeled in an auto-encoding Bayes and adversarial learning
manner. We further evaluate the quality of generated node attributes on both node level and attribute
level through practical applications. Empirical results validate the superiority of our method on node
classification and profiling for those nodes whose attributes are completely inaccessible.
9
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A Supplementary Experimental Setup
Dataset Statistics. The statistics of used datasets is shown in Table 3.
Table 3: The statistics of four datasets. In this table, atts form means the attribute style. #avg nnz
atts num means the average hot number for nodes. #class indicates the number of classes of nodes for
different datasets.
Cora Citeseer Steam Pubmed
#nodes 2,708 3,327 9,944 19,717
#edges 10,556 9,228 533,962 88,651
#graph sparsity 0.14% 0.08% 0.53% 0.02%
#atts dim 1,433 3,703 352 500
#avg nnz atts num 18.17 31.6 8.45 -
#class 7 6 - 3
atts form categorical categorical categorical real-valued
Parameter Setting. For each dataset, we randomly sample 40% nodes with attributes as training data and 10%
as validation data and the rest 50% as test data that need to generate attributes. For NeighAggre, we directly use
the one-hop neighbours as a node’s neighbours. For all learning based methods (VAE, GCN, NANG), we set the
latent dimension as 64 with 0.005 as the learning rate. Dropout rate equals 0.5 is utilized and the maximum
iteration number is 1,000. Adam optimizer is applied for them to learn the model parameters. Remind that
different datasets may have different attribute forms including categorical and real-valued. Therefore, for the
datasets with categorical attributes such as Cora, Citeseer and Steam, weighted Binary Cross Entropy loss (BCE)
is applied. The weight put on non-zero samples equals #zero count
#non−zero count calculated from the training node
attribute matrix. And for Pubmed with real-valued attributes, Mean Square Error (MSE) loss is used.
For our adversarial NANG, We set the generation step as 2 and discriminator step as 1 for Cora, Citeseer while
the generation step as 5 and discriminator step as 1 for Steam and Pubmed. The hyper-parameters is λc = 10
for Cora, Citeseer, Steam while λc = 50 for Pubmed. The experiments are conducted with multi times and the
mean value is adopted as the performance. The method is implemented by Pytorch on one computer with one
Nvidia TitanX GPU.
B Latent Embedding Visualization
(a) VAE (b) GCN (c) NANG
Figure 3: The t-SNE visualization of test node embeddings on Cora. Each color represents one of
seven classes. Note that all methods learn the node embeddings without class information.
The involved methods in this paper, VAE, GCN and NANG encode node information into low-dimensional
embedding and decode it as node attributes. Good representation ability means that a method can learn repre-
sentative embedding where nearby nodes correspond to similar objects. Therefore, we conduct an experiment
to visualize the learned node embeddings by t-SNE [22]. Specifically, the latent embeddings for all test nodes
are sampled and we use t-SNE to make dimension reduction and visualize them in 2-D space on Cora dataset.
Nodes in the same class are expected to be clustered together. Note that for all methods, they do not use label
information in the training process. Therefore, the t-SNE visualization result is learned without class supervision
for all methods. Figure 3 shows the corresponding result.
For VAE with Gaussian prior in Figure 3 (a), we can clearly see that the nodes of different classes are mixed
together, which means it cannot distinguish the nodes belonging to different classes. For GCN in Figure 3 (b),
it seems that the nodes are encoded into a narrow and stream like space, where different nodes are mixed and
overlapped. Compared to VAE, the narrow and stream like space of GCN happens mainly because it has no prior
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(a) A+X - Cora (b) A+X - Citeseer (c) A+X - Pubmed
(d) Recall - Cora (e) Recall - Citeseer (f) Recall - Steam
Figure 4: NANG performance with different λc on both the node classification with "A+X" setting
and profiling task. (a-c) means the result for node classification with "A+X" setting on Cora, Citeseer
and Pubmed, respectively. The dotted line with "only A" represents that only the structure information
is used, in which GCN as the classifier. (d-f) indicates the result for profiling on Cora, Citeseer and
Steam, respectively. The dotted line with "GCN" means we use the GCN as the generation method
because it is the most competitive baseline for profiling task in our paper.
assumption, which makes it lose distributed constraint. As for our NANG in Figure 3 (c), we can clearly see that
different nodes are clustered well in accordance with their classes. Although Gaussian prior is both imposed on
the coding space of VAE and NANG, our NANG can make information supplement between attribute modality
and structure modality, yet capture more complex pattern for the latent space Z while VAE fails. Therefore,
NANG presents better t-SNE visualization result.
C Hyperparameter λc
In our NANG, we introduce λc > 1.0 to emphasize the cross-reconstruction stream in our objective func-
tion. It is desirable to see how our method responds to this hyperparameter. Intuitively, we conduct
an experiment about the node classification with "A+X" setting and profiling performance with different
λc = [1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 5.0, 10.0, 20.0, 50.0].
Figure 4 (a-c) shows the result for node classification with "A+X" setting on Cora, Citeseer and Pubmed,
respectively. And Figure 4 (d-f) indicates the result for profiling on Cora, Citeseer and Steam, respectively. From
these figures, we can clearly see that the hyperparameter λc is important for our method since we rely on the
cross-reconstruction stream to generate node attributes. In Figure 4 (a-c), it shows that we need a large λc to
generate high-quality node attributes which could augment GCN classifier with only "A" is used. In Figure 4
(d-f), NANG can mostly perform better than the most competitive baseline GCN in our paper. And for this result
on Steam, too large λc could deteriorate the model performance because a large λc can weaken the importance
of distribution matching. Therefore, λc should be chosen according to specific datasets.
D Learning Process Visualization
In order to understand the learning process of our method, we plot some learning curves including the train joint
loss, train GAN loss, validation metric and MMD distance along the learning process. The result is indicated in
Figure 5.
This figure shows that both the train joint loss and train GAN loss converges, and the validation Recall@10
increases step by step and finally converges at around 800th epoch. The train and validation MMD distance is
shown in Figure 5 (d), within the training process, two encoders GX and GA encode the input information and
align them as the same latent factor whose distribution is an aggregated one q(Z) from posteriors, the decreasing
MMD distance indicates that the implicit distribution q(Z) matches the whole distribution of p(Z) step by step.
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(a) Train joint loss (b) Train GANs loss
(c) Validation metric (d) MMD distance
Figure 5: Visualization of the training process for NANG on Cora. (a) The joint loss represents the
sum of self-reconstruction stream and cross-reconstruction stream during the training process. (b)
The GAN loss of the training process. (c) Validation Recall@10 along the training steps. (d) The
train and validation MMD distance between learned q(z) and Gaussian prior p(Z).
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